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ZBD – CASE STUDY

OUR CLIENT

ZBD is a world leader in liquid crystal 
science and the creator of ‘zero power’ 
epaper display technology.

Their high-resolution displays, with the 
capacity to present content rich graphical 
information have many applications, with 
ZBD focusing its activities initially on point of 
presence display in retail environments.

WHY THEY CAME TO US

As a science-led company looking to launch 
itself worldwide in a sector as large, ‘noisy’ 
and competitive as retail, ZBD’s challenge 
was to make the company ‘stand out’ just 
as much as its display solutions and create 
identities for its products that would resonate 
strongly in the retail sector and set the 
benchmark for electronic display systems.

WHAT WE DID

We worked closely with ZBD’s senior 
management team to create a brand identity 
for ZBD consistent with its corporate heritage, 
ethos and aspirations and a family of product 
identities that reflect their capacity to 
revolutionise display at point of purchase.

A brand discovery phase we helped ZBD 
explore the key attributes, core values and 
character of the company. This was followed 
by brand naming and design phases.

With our ‘Marketing on Demand’ approach 
– we’re a vitual part of the team – Page Nine 
continues to support ZBD’s Marketing Dept.

• Brand and sub-brand design
 • Guidelines
 • Imagery, Graphics, Diagrams
 • Brochures, Case studies
 • Powerpoint templates and presentations
• Messaging
• Web site design, development and updates
• Promotion
 • Event and Exhibition design
 • Email Marketing
 • Social Media management

BROADCAST EMAIL SERVICE

MAKING BRANDS WORK

BROADCAST EMAIL SERVICE

MAKING BRANDS WORK
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“ We knew that we were asking the earth, 
requiring an identity in only six weeks, but 
Page Nine weren’t phased, they drove the 
project on, kept the focus and delivered.”

 Sales & Marketing Director, ZBD


